Car engine tattoo

The show typically attracts a total of , to , spectators over the weekend. The first Air Tattoo was
staged at North Weald Airfield in Essex in , [1] with just over aircraft taking part. The event has
had a number of air show firsts, including the first display and landing of the B-2A Spirit stealth
bomber outside the United States of America during the "50 Years of the USAF " event and in
the first landing of the Lockheed F Raptor in Europe. The show is a showcase for the world's
military, and has become an important precursor to the Farnborough Airshow , which takes
place a week after RIAT, every 'even' year. It allows the military aerospace industry to display
and present its products outside the commercial pressures of the Farnborough show. The
airshow was to feature two themes, the 90th Anniversary of the Royal Air Force and Global
Engagement and was scheduled to be held on 12â€”13 July. A week of heavy rainfall made the
already-waterlogged car parks and parts of the airfield unusable. Safety concerns for the
hundreds of thousands of expected visitors led the organisers to a last-minute cancellation of
the public section of RIAT for the first time in the show's history. RIAT was held on 18â€”19 July
The show celebrated the 60th anniversary of NATO by charting its history in chronological
order. The show all featured a Search and Rescue display to recognise the significance of
missions undertaken by the aircraft and people that undertake these jobs. RIAT was held on
17â€”18 July The themes for the show were the 70th anniversary of the Battle of Britain ,
Training Aircraft and the th anniversary of Cadets. RIAT was held on 16â€”17 July This Air
Tattoo looked back over the past four decades as it celebrated the show's 40th anniversary with
a series of special aerial displays and ground entertainment. Tiger aircraft came from NATO
squadrons that have a Tiger or Big Cat in their emblem and their association marked its 50th
anniversary in RIAT saw a smaller crowd than usual of , attend the show. RIAT was held on
7â€”8 July RIAT took place on 20â€”21 July Invitations of participation were distributed to over
70 countries. RIAT took place 11â€”13 July ; the first time in its history that the show has been
open to the public on a Friday. RIAT was staged from 17â€”19 July The show's main theme was
the celebration of 75 years since the Battle of Britain took place in the summer of RIAT took
place from the 8â€”10 July This show revolved around the latest generation of military aircraft
types. RIAT took place between 14th July There was also a display from the F Raptor on the
Sunday of the show. RIAT was staged over 13â€”15 July The show featured aircraft from 43 air
arms and 30 nations, and featured a celebration of the th Anniversary of the founding of the
Royal Air Force. Visitors on Saturday were treated to a rare flypast by an American Northrop
Grumman B-2 Spirit stealth bomber that had made the round trip from its base in Missouri ,
United States. RIAT was staged from 19â€”21 July , with aircraft in attendance. Sunday saw
another impressive pair of flypasts, most notably from the Red Arrows and Patrouille de France,
who flew together, both in their 'Concorde' formation, to mark 50 years since the aircraft's first
flight. In its place a 'Virtual Air Tattoo' took place online that weekend, featuring content from
past editions of the show. RIAT was scheduled to take place from July , and was due to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the show. However, it was cancelled for the second year
running due to the continuing COVID pandemic and the uncertainty of restrictions on both large
crowds and international travel being in place by then. No one was hurt. In a G of the Italian Air
Force made a hard landing after demonstrating a steep descent approach, also known as the
"Sarajevo approach", developed for the airbridge for supplying Sarajevo during its blockade in
the Bosnian War. After initial touch down the aircraft bounced up and came back heavily on the
nose wheel, which then collapsed. Emergency services were soon at the scene as the crew
strolled from the stricken aircraft. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Retrieved 26 May The
Royal International Air Tattoo Flightline UK. Retrieved 11 September Retrieved 13 July BBC
News. Retrieved 20 January Archived from the original on 3 September Retrieved 14 September
Archived from the original on 13 May Archived from the original on 22 July Retrieved 20 July
BBC News - Business. Retrieved 14 July Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
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Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. RIAT Sexual abuse survivor and Australian of the Year
Grace Tame has explained the meaning behind one of her trademark tattoos. Ms Tame shot to
prominence after her tireless campaigning led her to be granted the legal right to speak out
about her experience as a sexual assault survivor, paving the way for others to do the same.
How can sexual assault survivors find empowerment in a system that silences victims? QandA
pic. On Thursday night, she said it was vital to have ears to speak to, regardless of whether the
person listening knew how to respond or not. We need to be there for each other. Prominent
advocate Patty Kinnersly says the significance of Ms Tame's win for survivors can't be
understated. Do you have a story tip? Email: newsroomau yahoonews. An uptick in cases has
left experts fearing yet another wave of infections. Waleed Aly was told by producers to 'shut
up' during a fiery on-air debate with co-host Rachel Corbett. A court heard that the wife of
Mexican drug kingpin Joaquin 'El Chapo' Guzman has been involved with in the drug trade

'since she was a little girl'. A fight among shopkeepers broke out on the street, with eight
arrested and 12 injured. People were asked who should go first at the intersection, with one
man stating it's 'why we have signals'. Police released video of how they tracked down the
missing girl to the man's motel room. An infectious diseases expert has shared a problem and if
it becomes big it could make fighting the virus difficult. The contestant threw several glasses of
water and tipped over a podium before storming off set in a dramatic rage. The boy had issues
swallowing and eating so he was taken to the emergency room. Police in WA have called the
man's attack 'cowardly and random'. Coles will stop selling single-use plastic tableware
products from July 1. A fresh alert has been issued for several Melbourne suburbs including
Essendon. The video has since gone viral on social media, with some users questioning the
behaviour of both sets of drivers. There are more than people in crisis reaching out to Lifeline
every day, and one common theme has emerged over the past year prompting people to reach
out. Craig Kelly says he has left the Morrison government so he can speak 'freely and fearlessly'
about coronavirus. A dad eagerly anticipating the birth of his first child was killed on Sunday
when a gender-reveal party device exploded in a garage. Sign up to our daily newsletter for all
the latest news. The important stories sent straight to your inbox. Read full article. Grace Tame
explained the meaning of one of her hand tattoos. Source: ABC. Story continues. Ms Tame
delivered an emotional and gripping speech after accepting her Australian of the Year award.
Source: AAP. Latest stories. Yahoo News. Yahoo News Australia. After finishing third in ,
McLaren have significant changes to contend with in with a switch of engine suppliers, and
their new Mercedes-powered car will be shown off to the world on February 15 at GMT. They
fired up the car on January 27, showing off the sound of their new power unit before revealing
their launch date. This feature is currently not available because you need to provide consent to
functional cookies. Please update your cookie preferences. This tweet has been removed from
Twitter. Driving alongside Lando Norris this season will be Daniel Ricciardo, in their first
Mercedes-powered F1 car since While the MCL35M will be an evolution of last year's
competitive car, McLaren are the only team to change engine suppliers in , moving on from
Renault to a unit that powered all but three victories in McLaren's launch takes place one week
before Alfa Romeo's, with pre-season testing set to be the car's first public shakedown ahead of
the March 28 Bahrain Grand Prix. Grand Prix Weekend. Red flag. Sorry Something's gone
wrong. Live Commentary. Watch F1 TV. Join Live Session. McLaren Car launches. A
nose-diving global economy, falling sales and the desperation of then-owner Ford to extricate
itself from European concerns left Volvo adrift on much the same perilous waters that
eventually pulled Saab under. Even the immediate solution to its woes â€” acquisition by
Chinese company Geely â€” seemed precarious. What chance its recovery with a potentially
fickle and impatient foreign investor at the head of the table? But the clouds have parted
spectacularly. Geely from the outside, at least has apparently been content to sit back and let
the Swedes do what they do best: come up with neat, idiosyncratic solutions to the multitude of
challenges that face a comparatively small European manufacturer. Today, the car must simply
be very good. Among them is Land Rover , a company also divested by Ford and which has
gone from strength to strength under foreign control. There are three trim levels to choose
from: Momentum, R-Design and Inscription and only two four-cylinder engines, plus a plug-in
hybrid version. Most of the package is as impressive as the D5 diesel, but the drivetrain still
needs work, as Volvo knows. Login Register. Newsletter sign up. Mobile navigation. Tabs Menu.
You are logged out. Volvo XC90 review. It has big boots to fill and talented rivals to face. Is it up
to the task? Share review. Open gallery. Matt Saunders Road test editor. Newsletter Are you as
passionate about cars as we are? Get all the best car news, reviews and opinion direct to your
inbox three times a week. Haymarket Media Group, publishers of Autocar takes your privacy
seriously. You can unsubscribe at any time using the unsubscribe mechanism on any email you
receive from us. We will use your information to ensure you receive messages that are relevant
to you. To learn more about how we use the information you provide to us please see our Full
Privacy Notice. Used cars for sale. Top 5 Luxury SUVs 1. Range Rover Sport 2. Land Rover
Discovery 3. Porsche Cayenne 4. Audi Q7 5. BMW X5. Select model. First drives. Then a model.
Latest Drives. Skoda Octavia Estate 1. Ruf CTR Anniversary review. View all latest drives. More
from Autocar. Footer social icons Follow Autocar on our social channels. Subscribe to our
newsletter. Subscribe to Autocar magazine. Quick search Top 10s Latest car reviews Latest
news Latest videos. We recommend Geneva motor show What Car? Contact us at letters time. A
wooden horse head was attached to the front of the chuffing buggy in order to make it resemble
a horse and carriage Smith recommended the horse head be hollow to contain volatile fuel â€”
another great idea. Here comes trouble. The Model T â€” whose mass production technique was
the work of engineer William C. And by the way, with its blacksmithed body panels and crude
instruments, the Model T was a piece of junk, the Yugo of its day. Milton Reeves had a very hard

head and, apparently, very poor eyesight. While the general conformation of the automobile was
largely sorted out in the first decade of the 20th century â€” particularly that business about
four wheels â€” Reeves thought perhaps eight or a minimum of six wheels might provide a
smoother ride. Welding in some bits to a Overland and adding two more axles and four more
guncart-style wheels, Reeves created the OctoAuto, proudly displaying it at the inaugural
Indianapolis Like its Marvel Comics-worthy name, the car was a bit of a monster, measuring
over 20 ft. Talk about scaring the horses. Reeves is remembered today as the inventor of the
muffler, which is far from ignominy. A 3,lb. The Bi-Autogo was essentially a two-wheeled
vehicle, carrying its considerable heft on in. This is not a case of the advantage of hindsight;
this was obviously a crazy idea, even in The Bi-Autogo does enjoy the historical distinction of
being the first V8-powered vehicle ever built in Detroit, so you could argue it is the beginning of
an even greater folly. By , the automotive was no longer a primitive experiment. Companies
such as Rolls-Royce, Cadillac, Hispano-Suiza and Voisin were making potent and luxurious
automobiles, the technical achievements of the age. And then there was this, the Flyer, which is
no more than a motorized park bench on bicycle wheels. No suspension, no bodywork, no
windshield. Designer-genius R. It would be one link in his vaguely totalitarian plan for the
people to live in mass-produced houses deposited on the landscape by dirigibles. Okayyyyâ€¦
Deprived of wings, the Dymaxion was a three-wheel, ground-bound zeppelin, with a huge
levered A-arm carrying the rear wheel, which swiveled like the tail wheel of an airplane. The first
prototype had a wicked death wobble in the rear wheel. The next two Dymaxions were bigger,
heavier, and only marginally more drivable. A fatal accident involving the car â€” cause
unknown â€” doomed its public acceptance. Chrysler, and the even more hapless Desoto, tried
to devolve the Airflow stylistically, giving it more conventional grill and raising the trunk into a
kind of bustle some later models were named Airstream , but the damage was done. Sales were
abysmal. The first sports car produced in postwar America was a major hunk of junk. Actually,
at 1, lbs and in. The Hotshot was the work of consumer products pioneer Powel Crosley Jr. But
what he really wanted to do was build cars, which he did with middling failure until the doors
closed in What killed the Hotshot was its engine, a dual-overhead cam. When these brazed
welds let go, as they often did, things quickly got noisy, and hot. The most ineffective bit of
French engineering since the Maginot Line, the Renault Dauphine was originally to be named
the Corvette, tres ironie. It was, in fact, a rickety, paper-thin scandal of a car that, if you stood
beside it, you could actually hear rusting. Its most salient feature was its slowness, a rate of
acceleration you could measure with a calendar. It took the drivers at Road and Track 32
seconds to reach 60 mph, which would put the Dauphine at a severe disadvantage in any drag
race involving farm equipment. The fact that the ultra-cheap, super-sketchy Dauphine sold over
2 million copies around the world is an index of how desperately people wanted cars. Any cars.
The King Midget story reminds us what a middle-class nation the U. Any single-cylinder engine
would power it. The result was a truly crap-tastic little vehicle, the four-wheel equivalent to
those Briggs-and-Stratton powered minibikes. Amazingly, Midget Motors continued to develop
and sell mini-cars until the late s. The crown jewel was the Model III, introduced in , a little
folded-steel crackerbox powered by a 9-hp motor. Government safety standards, at long last,
put the King Midget out of our misery. Waldo Waterman wanted aviation pioneer Glenn Curtiss
to like him in the worst way. On the ground, the wings folding against the fuselage like those of
a fly now would be a good time to note that Waterman must have been crazy to get airborne in
such a contraption. Nonetheless, the Arrowplane goes down as the first real flying car. But
why? But what else? It was the first victim of Madison Avenue hyper-hype. Cultural critics
speculated that the car was a flop because the vertical grill looked like a vagina. How did the
Edsel come to be synonymous with failure? All of the above, consolidated into an irrational
groupthink and pressurized by a joyously catty media. The Kaiser Darrin and Corvette sports
cars were wrapped in fiberglass bodies, for instance. Colin Chapman, the founding engineer of
Lotus, was bonkers for weight savings. It was inevitable that he would be drawn to the material.
And so, the Elite. Weighing just 1, lbs and powered by a punchy, hp Coventry Climax engine,
the Elite Type 14 was a successful race car, winning its class at the 24 Hours of Le Mans six
times. It was also a lovely little coupe, which made the moment when the suspension mounts
punched through the stressed-skin monocoque all the more pathetic. A point of personal
privilege. I own a MGA that I restored with my own two hands, and it is a fantastic British sports
car, with lovely lines penned by Syd Enever, a stiff chassis, and a floggable character. The car
was introduced in as a replacement to the venerable TD and was itself replaced by the MGB in
Along the way, somebody decided my little car was anemic â€” hey! I resent that! Many years
after the engine was taken out of service, it was discovered that the problem lay in the
carburetors. At certain rpm, resonant frequencies would cause the fuel mixture to froth, leaning
out the fuel and burning the pistons. Built in Nuremberg, Germany, by the well-established

motorcycle firm during a downturn in the two-wheeler market, this push-me-pull-you was based
on a Dornier prototype and powered by a cc, horsepower engine, giving it a top speed of only 50
mph, assuming you had that kind of time. Its unique feature was the rear-facing bench seat,
which meant passengers could watch in horror as traffic threatened to rear-end this rolling
roadblock of a car. The standard line is that the Amphicar was both a lousy car and a lousy
boat, but it certainly had its merits. It was reasonably agile on land, considering, and fairly
maneuverable on water, if painfully slow, with a top speed of 7 mph. Its flotation was entirely
dependent on whether the bilge pump could keep up with the leakage. In fact, during the recent
floods in Britain, an Amphicar enthusiast served as a water taxi, bringing water and groceries to
a group of stranded schoolkids. Rear-engine cars are fun to drive and even more fun to crash.
During World War II, Nazi officers in occupied Czechoslovakia were banned from driving the
speedy rear-engined Tatras because so many had been killed behind the wheel. Chevrolet execs
knew the Corvair â€” a lithe and lovely car with an air-cooled, flat-six in the back, a la the VW
Beetle â€” was a handful, but they declined to spend the few dollars per car to make the
swing-axle rear suspension more manageable. Ohhh, they came to regret that. Meanwhile, the
Corvair had other problems. It leaked oil like a derelict tanker. Its heating system tended to
pump noxious fumes into the cabin. Even so, my family had a Corvair, white with red interior,
and we loved it. Less a car than a 5th-grade science project on seed germination, the Peel
Trident was designed and built on the Isle of Man in the s for reasons as yet undetermined, kind
of like Stonehenge. The Trident was the evolution of the P, which at 4-ft. More like Doofus on the
half-shell. American Motors designer Richard Teague â€” remember that name â€” was
responsible for some of the coolest cars of the era. The result was one of the most curiously
proportioned cars ever, with a long low snout, long front overhang and a truncated tail, like the
tail snapped off a salamander. Cheap and incredibly deprived â€” with vacuum-operated
windshield wipers, no less â€” the Gremlin was also awful to drive, with a heavy six-cylinder
motor and choppy, unhappy handling due to the loss of suspension travel in the back. The
Gremlin was quicker than other subcompacts but, alas, that only meant you heard the jeers and
laughter that much sooner. So consider the Triumph Stag merely representative. Like its
classmates, it had great style penned by Giovanni Michelotti ruined by some half-hearted,
half-witted, utterly temporized engineering: To give the body structure greater stiffness, a T-bar
connected the roll hoop to the windscreen, and the windows were framed in eye-catching
chrome. The effect was to put the driver in a shiny aquarium. The Stag was lively and fun to
drive, as long as it ran. The 3. The timing chains broke, the aluminum heads warped like mad,
the main bearings would seize and the water pump would poop the bed â€” ka-POW! Oh, that
piston through the bonnet, that is a spot of bother. Appearing to have been hewn from solid
blocks of mediocrity, the Imperial LeBaron two-door is memorable for having some of the
longest fenders in history. V8 and measured over 19 ft. The interior looked like a third-world
casino. Here we are approaching the nadir of American car building â€” obese,
under-engineered, horribly ugly. Or, it would be the nadir, except for the abysmal Chrysler
Imperial, which had an engine cursed by God. The Imperial name was finally overthrown in Well,
this is fish in a barrel. Of course the Pinto goes on the Worst list, but not because it was a
particularly bad car â€” not particularly â€” but because it had a rather volatile nature. The car
tended to erupt in flame in rear-end collisions. The Jaguar E-Type was heavenly, a dead-sexy,
mph supercar, a stiletto heel to the heart of any car-loving man. By , it had morphed into this,
this thing. In order to compensate for power-sapping emissions controls required in the U. Not
finished ruining the lines, Jag plumped up the fenders, spoiling the smooth, aero-sleek
contours of the original. The piece de resistance, Jag affixed hideous rubber bumpers â€”
Dagmars, really â€” in a lame attempt to meet 5-mph bumper standards. The only Bricklin I ever
sat in caught on fire and burned to the axles. Despite its hand-removing, lb. Another safety
feature: incredible, crust-of-the-Earth-cooling slowness. The venerable, and I do mean
venerable, Morgan Motor Company of Malvern, Warwickshire, has been making cars the old
fashioned way since it was radical and high-tech. With wing fenders, wooden-frame bodies, and
sliding-pillar front suspensions, Morgans are mailed to us direct from But in the early s, new U.
For years, small numbers of these bouncy little roadsters had tanks of liquid propane hung
perilously behind the rear bumper. And people gave the Pinto grief? The trouble was not
necessarily the engineering, or even the peculiar design, which looked fit to split firewood. It
was that the cars were so horribly made. The thing had more short-circuits than a mixing board
with a bong spilled on it. The carburetors had to be constantly romanced to stay in balance.
Timing chains snapped. Oil and water pumps refused to pump, only suck. The sunroof leaked
and the concealable headlights refused to open their peepers. One owner reports that the rear
axle fell out. How does that happen? Oh yeah. This is the car that gave Communism a bad
name. Powered by a two-stroke pollution generator that maxed out at an ear-splitting 18 hp, the

Trabant was a hollow lie of a car constructed of recycled worthlessness actually, the body was
made of a fiberglass-like Duroplast, reinforced with recycled fibers like cotton and wood.
Trabants smoked like an Iraqi oil fire, when they ran at all, and often lacked even the most basic
of amenities, like brake lights or turn signals. But history has been kind to the Trabi. Thousands
of East Germans drove their Trabants over the border when the Wall fell, which made it a kind of
automotive liberator. Once across the border, the none-too-sentimental Ostdeutschlanders
immediately abandoned their cars. Ich bin Junk! In the disco days of the s, even supercars were
cocaine-thin. Meet the Aston Martin Lagonda, a four-door exotic that lived on dinner mints and
hot water. Designed by AM penman William Towns â€” undoubtedly wearing a very large cravat
at the time â€” the Lagonda was as beautiful a car as ever resembled a pencil box. The company
decided to build the Lagonda with a brace of cutting-edge, computer-driven electronics and
cathode-ray displays, which would have been very impressive if any of them ever worked. I
include the Chevy Chevette only to note that even the most unloved and unlovely cars have
their partisans. There are Pacer fan clubs and Yugo fan clubs, and if there is a Chevette fan
club, let it begin with me. My girlfriend in college had a diaper-brown Chevette three-door
hatchback, as bare bones as an exhibit at the natural history museum. It had a hp engine and a
four-speed manual transmission and not much else. It was loud and it was tinny, but we drove
that car across the country three times and it never failed us. Once I got a mph speeding ticket
in it. That was on the down slope of the Appalachians, but still. The last time I saw that Chevette
it was still plugging along. Vaya con Dios, old paint. A recent poll by Hagerty Insurance asked
enthusiasts to name the worst car design of all time: This glassine bolus of dorkiness is the
pathetic winner. Remember Richard Teague, designer of the amputated Gremlin? Him again.
Indeed, my family owned a dark green Pacer with that Navajo-blanket upholstery, and it worked
just fine until I drove it through a ditch, after which the heavy doors hung off their hinges like
beagle ears. The air conditioning was non-existent. You could actually see fumes of volatile
petrochemicals out-gassing from the plastic dash. Wayne, I feel woozy. Federal emissions
requirements of the s took a big neutering knife to American muscle cars, and no car bled more
than the Corvette. The worst of it came in California â€” dang hippy librels! That gave the
Corvette â€” the very totem of hairy-chest, disco machismo â€” acceleration comparable to a
very hot Vespa. These were dark days indeed. Even the legendary Italian sports car company
whiffs once in a while, and the first Ferrari Mondial was a big red disaster. Eventually, every
single system would fail, not infrequently accompanied by the smell of burning wires. The
factory-authorized service, meanwhile, was more like factory-authorized extortion. Mondials
eventually got much better. They could hardly get worse. These days, cylinder deactivation, or
variable displacement, is relatively common â€” the Honda Accord V6 has it, for instance. But in
, when semiconductors and on-board computers were still in their infancy, variable
displacement was a huge technical challenge. GM deserves credit for trying, but the V was the
Titanic of engine programs. The cars jerked, bucked, stalled, made rude noises and generally
misbehaved until wild-eyed owners took the cars to have the system disconnected. For some it
was the last time they ever saw the inside of a Cadillac dealership. De Lorean left the building in
, leaving behind 8, stainless-steel DeLoreans and one time-traveling hotrod. Few car projects
were more maledicted than the DMC By the time Johnny Z. The car was heavy, underpowered
the 2. The Giugiaro-designed DMC sure was cool looking, though. The horror. Everything that
was wrong, venal, lazy and mendacious about GM in the s was crystallized in this flagrant insult
to the good name and fine customers of Cadillac. Seeking an even hotter circle of hell, GM
priced these pseudo-caddies with four-speed manual transmissions, no less thousands more
than their Chevy Cavalier siblings. This bit of temporizing nearly killed Cadillac and remains its
biggest shame. There was a time when 90 horsepower was a lot, and that time was As the base
engine for the redesigned Camaro and Pontiac Firebird , the 2. So equipped, the Iron Duke
Camaro had mph acceleration of around 20 seconds, which left Camaro owners to drum their
fingers while school buses rocketed past in a blur of yellow. The Biturbo was the product of a
desperate, under-funded company circling the drain of bankruptcy, and it shows. Everything
that could leak, burn, snap or rupture did so with the regularity of the Anvil Chorus. The
collected service advisories would look like the Gutenberg Bible. The only greater ignominy was
the early s Maserati TC, a version of the Chrysler Le Baron a flaccid, front-drive, four-cylinder
loser-mobile with the proud Mazzer Trident on the nose. Finally, sir, have you no shame? The
resulting fiberglass-bodied car had a marvelous power-to-weight ratio and did so well in racing
that it was eventually banned. Or it might have been that the course workers were suffering
from post-traumatic stress from the sight of the thing. Mosler had thought of everything but a
stylist, and the pride and joy of this arch-capitalist looked like something from an East German
kit-car company. Truly one of the ugliest cars ever, the Consulier GTP proved once and for all
that building a car is harder than it looks. To that end, in , he began importing the Yugo GV,

which turned out to be the Mona Lisa of bad cars. Built in Soviet-bloc Yugoslavia, the Yugo had
the distinct feeling of something assembled at gunpoint. The engines went ka-blooey, the
electrical system â€” such as it was â€” would sizzle, and things would just fall off. Or not. This
Vpowered super dune buggy gets on the list â€” well, my list anyway â€” purely because of its
appalling clientele. The luxurious LM appealed to spoiled young Saudi sheiks wanting to cross
the sand to survey their oil field holdings. Uday Hussein, son of Saddam, had one, which the U.
Read on. How could the best-selling passenger vehicle in America 14 years running, the mother
of all mom-mobiles, the beloved suburban schlepper of millions, wind up on this list? Forget
about the whole Firestone tire controversy. In its very success, the Ford Explorer is responsible
for setting this country on the spiral of vehicular obesity that we are still contending with today.
People, particularly women drivers, discovered that they liked sitting up high. Even though
more fuel-efficient minivans do the kid- and cargo-hauling duties better, people came to prefer
the outdoorsy, go-anywhere image of SUVs. In other words, people became addicted to the
pose. And, as vehicles got bigger and heavier, buyers sought out even bigger vehicles to make
themselves feel safe. Helloooo Hummer. All of that we can lay at the overachieving feet of the
Explorer. The EV1 was a marvel of engineering, absolutely the best electric vehicle anyone had
ever seen. It held out the promise that soon electric cars â€” charged from the grid with all sorts
of groovy power sources, like wind and solar â€” could replace the smelly old
internal-combustion vehicle. And therein lies the problem: the promise. In fact, battery
technology at the time was nowhere near ready to replace the piston-powered engine. The car
itself was a tiny, super-light two-seater, not exactly what American consumers were looking for.
By the mids, car designers had powerful new computer tools at their disposal, allowing them to
pursue low-volume, high-zoot projects that before would never have recovered the development
costs. The Prowler was one such project. Inspired, if not plagiarized, by a retro-roadster design
by Chip Foose, the Prowler looked like a dry-lake speedster from the 22nd century, with an
open-wheel front end and low-slung hotrod fuselage. Except they forgot to make it a hotrod.
Intent on containing costs, Chrysler stuck its standard-issue 3. The result was a flaccid little jerk
of a car that threatened much but delivered little. The Multipla that appeared in was anything but
adorable. With its strange high-beam lenses situated at the bottom of the A-pillars base of the
windshield , the Multipla looked like it had several sets of eyes, like an irradiated tadpole. It had
this weird proboscis out front and a bulky, glass cabin in back, and the whole thing was
situated on dwarfish wheels. I rented one of these in Europe and it worked beautifully, but it was
just so tragic to look at. They have to be beautiful. GM had its H2. It weighed 7, lbs, measured
almost 19 ft. At the time, Ford argued that many of its customers â€” ranchers, farmers, um,
tugboat enthusiasts â€” needed a vehicle this big with over 10,lb. To its dubious credit, the
Excursion pioneered the use of the blocker bar, a kind of under-vehicle roll bar designed to
keep the Excursion from rolling over anything unfortunate enough to be hit by it. A business
case is not the same as wisdom. Yes, the company, owned by Ford, had access to a very
successful world car platform, the Mondeo, which Americans knew as the Ford Contour. There
was money to be saved. The result was the English version of the Cadillac Cimarron, a tarted-up
insult to a once-proud marque and a financial disaster for the company. It hardly matters that
the X-Type was not that bad a car. Young affluent buyers had the feeling they were somehow
being grifted. They were. I was in the audience at the Detroit auto show the day GM unveiled the
Pontiac Aztek and I will never forget the gasp that audience made. Holy hell! This car could not
have been more instantly hated if it had a Swastika tattoo on its forehead. A classic case of
losing the plot. The Aztek violates one of the principal rules of car design: We like cars that look
like us. With its multiple eyes and supernumerary nostrils, the Aztek looks deformed and scary,
something that dogs bark at and cathedrals employ to ring bells cf. The shame is, under all that
ugliness, there was a useful, competent crossover. The reason for iDrive and similar systems is
that designers were running out of room for switches and instruments. The trouble was that the
iDrive was hard to work. Damn near impossible, in fact. Drivers spent many hair-pulling minutes
driving to figure out how to add radio presets, for example, or turn up the air conditioning.
When confronted with complaints, BMW engineers said, with barely disguised contempt: Ze
system werks pervectly. Dis is no problem. The other flaw? The silly bubble butt, called the
Bangle Bustle, after lead designer Chris Bangle. One struggles to think of a worse vehicle at a
worse time. Not surprisingly, the green-niks struck back. A Hummer dealership was torched in
Southern California. When GM decided to kick up some custom retro mojo, it commissioned the
Chevy SSR, an awesome-looking hotrod pickup truck with composite body panels and a slick
convertible top. It was no more hotrod than Britney is the next Helen Mirren. In the next couple
of years, Chevy amped up the SSR but by then the credibility was gone. The SSR also violated a
principle of hotrodding. Hotrods are homemade subversions of the existing order, mechanical
folk art. There is no such thing as a factory hotrod. Seems obvious, in retrospect. Get our
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more. Portraits are one of the hardest styles to do for tattoos, which is why you should find a
good artist with a strong background in portraiture. You don't want a tattoo of your favorite
celeb to turn out like this tattoo of Michael Jackson. Also, that quote? Or maybe it
did--depending on how sick your sense of humor is. Harry Potter was one of the most iconic
characters in recent years, with the influence of the wizard boy going far beyond the books and
movies. Dedicated fans were known to get details from the story tattooed on themselves. As
you can see from this Deathly Hallows tribute, not all of the ink turned out that great. That tattoo
is so ugly even Mrs. Weasley couldn't love it. Not all tattoos are bad because the linework is
shaky. Sometimes, they're just a poor choice from the customer. The tattoos on this guy's face
aren't amazing, but what makes them fail is their location. Who needs a giant spiderweb and
Adidas logo on their face in black ink? No one, obviously. But if I'm a tattoo artist and you're a
paying customer, I say let's get to screwing up your face! Yeah, the quality of this tattooâ€”and
even the tiger tatt above itâ€”is terrible, but what really makes this a fail is the actual tattoo. It's
not that unusual to see people with tattoos of knives or other weapons. It's normal to want to
get ink done of your favorite object. What is strange is the very shaky lines that make up this
tattoo, along with the weirdly thick shading on the handle of the knife. Hopefully the person who
got this tattoo already looks tough--because this isn't intimidating anyone. This tattoo made it
on the list because of how hilarious it is. The actual tattoo is nicely doneâ€”the details and
shading are all how it should be. What makes this a fail is that, while it's funny, this tattoo has to
look really silly in person. Do you think he regrets it? I, for one, would be showing it off at every
opportunity. I don't care if it's the dead of winter, every day is a good day to go shirtless when
you have a terrifying manbaby tattooed to your chest. Our parents always said they have eyes
in the back of their heads, but they probably didn't mean like this! Can you imagine standing
behind this guy in line at the DMV for hours? That alone makes this tattoo a fail without even
considering the fact that the image is poorly done and fading. But let's definitely take a moment
to consider those, too. It took way to long to figure out what the hidden message was in this
crossword puzzle tattoo. It says "any boy can be a father. Have you ever gotten tired of the "no
shirt, no shoes, no service" rule? This guy clearly did, but he still isn't fooling anyone! Why you
would ever want flip-flop straps tattooed on your feet is beyond us, but maybe this guy knows
something we don't. Also, here's a protip for anyone who wants to show off their foot tattoo,
stupid or otherwise--clean your nasty-ass toes before you snap a photo. I'm not saying they
have to be new pedicure levels of clean, but a mere wet wipe could have saved us all a lot of
heartache in this scenario. The lyrics and song title is "It's my life," which has been
mistranslated with "it's is. We don't know if the tattoo artist or the customer is to blame for this
failure, but someone really messed up! To make things worse, Bon Jovi's name is hilariously
misspelled. First of all, this tattoo looks like a third-grader did it behind a dumpster with a sharp
crayon. Second, how do you misspell "grandma? As cold as it sounds, I'm just glad that
grandpa and "gradam" weren't around to see this travesty. This tattoo is really unfortunate. The
Lion King is a beloved Disney movie that many people cherish. This back piece was surely
meant to be a beautiful portrait of Simba and Mufasa, but instead, it turned into this nightmare.
This is just another great argument for why adults shouldn't get Disney tattoos. Although I
suppose kids should probably avoid them too. What we are here to judge is that terrible
linework and awful details. This rendition of Chucky is even uglier than the actual doll. This is
another great example of the actual subject matter of the tattoo being the fail. This is a pretty

nice tattooâ€”the lines, lettering, and coloring are all solidâ€”but why would you ever get a
tattoo dedicated to working 10, hours at Walmart? That's just tacky. Do you think one of the
Waltons is gonna get your dumb face tattooed on them? I'm skeptical, but I was also skeptical
that someone would actually get a Walmart tattoo--and yet here we are. There will always be
people who get tattoos because they think it's funny. This tattoo is a meme that someone
decided to get on their body for the irony. How funny will this tattoo be in 30 years when no one
remembers the meme? Heck, it's only be a year or two and I barely remember what this meme
was about. Here is another example of a bad portrait. At least with this tattoo, the artist
attempted to shade the face. Unfortunately, there's nothing else positive that can be said about
it. Everything is muddy, shaky, and incorrectâ€”right down to the wonky eyes and creepy smile.
Which, honestly, give the whole thing a very absurd, ventriloquist dummy vibe. This tattoo is
actually pretty funny, but not in a "we're laughing with you" kind of way. This fail of a tattoo is
poorly done on top of being a bad idea. Unless you've been living under a rock, you know that
Game of Thrones has finally ended after many years on HBO. The series had many dedicated
fans, many of which got tattoos to commemorate their favorite show. Unfortunately for this fan,
it looks like the artist was a newbie because they really messed up this tattoo. Here's hoping
they keep it hidden under plenty of layers of clothing--and not just because it's a terrible tattoo.
The idea for this? Kinda cool. Unfortunately, no one will be having any fun but you when you
explain this overwrought and pretentious tattoo. We don't really know what this image was
supposed to be, so your guess is as good as ours. It kind of looks like a zombie, but then what's
in the background? This was probably supposed to be a cute tattoo of a momma deer cuddling
with her baby, but it turned out looking more like Chernobyl deer after years of radiation. Just
look at the forehead on that deer! Other than just being a bad drawing, the coloring, shading,
and linework all need some serious help. This is one tattoo that needs to be put out of its
misery. It doesn't get much funnier than this. Is this supposed to be a demon or some sort of
hellcat? We're not sure, but the finished result is hilarious. There is absolutely nothing good
about this tattoo, but it sure is fun to laugh at! Whatever it is, it's not nearly as intimidating as it
wants to be. Hopefully someone gets it to the groomer ASAP. This tattoo is straight-up bad. The
linework is fading and shaky, indicating that the artist didn't use even pressure for the whole
tattoo. On top of the terrible quality, the image is just plain weird. Your eyes aren't deceiving
youâ€”that really is a picture of babies breastfeeding from Satan. It's so nice to see a mother
bond with her young. Sometimes the customer is not always right, like the person that insisted
on getting this spelling error. The lettering on this tattoo is crisp and well-done, but the quote is
messed up. The wrong "your" is used and the lyric is misquoted. It's supposed to say "I don't
care if you're contagious," but that clearly didn't work out. Also, just FYI, unlike the recipient of
this unfortunate tattoo, I definitely care if you're contagious. So stay away. Not even Jesus is
safe from the wrath of bad tattoos. This must of been the day at school when all the
kindergartners tried their hand at Byzantine iconography. Luckily, Jesus is in the business of
forgiveness because both the tattoo artist and recipient are going to need a lot of it. While this
tattoo is actually really well done, the picture the customer chose is really creepy! It kind of
looks like a mix between a bubblegum-octopus and a traumatized Thomas the Tank Engine.
There's so much going wrong in this tattoo that it's hard to list it all. The linework is shaky, the
image is muddy, and the shading is laughable. On top of that, Skeleton Uncle Sam was meant to
be a cover-up tattoo for that leopard print in the background. Honestly, the leopard print seems
less terrible than what went on top of it. Oh well, you can always cover this one up with
something else, too! The image has badly-drawn angel wings, baby feet that look like raisins,
and a halo that looks like a turd. It doesn't get much worse than this. This hopeful fan jumped
the gun and got a tattoo dedicated to his team, which he thought was going to win the Super
Bowl. Unfortunately, the Cowboys didn't even make it to the Super Bowl, much less win. Just
like his team, this guy's tattoo is a fail. At least in 20 years no one will know or care who won the
Super Bowl If you think about it from that angle, this tattoo will depreciate in stupidity over time.
We're just as unimpressed as this guy's tattoo claims to be. It's possible that the style of tattoo
is exactly what the customer wantedâ€”stick-and-poke styles can be quite popular. From our
perspective, however, this tattoo just looks uneven, unusual, and unfortunate. At least this one
is on his neck so it's easier to hide. Although if you're going to go through all the trouble of
getting such an "impressive" tattoo, wouldn't you want to show it off to the world? This girl
went to the tattoo shop with every cliche Pinterest tattoo she could find, and the tattoo artist
said, "I got you. Thankfully, this one is so awful that you just kinda black out at first sight. At
least this way the experience is over quickly. What's on her right cheek? It may be a bandaid,
but it looks like a guy's At least it can be reworked into a sugar skull, hopefully. The guy called
it a "cryangle," but we're going to call it a horrible mistake. We wouldn't want to "choose life"
after getting this terrible tattoo. At least if he ever gets a job as a circus clown, that side of his

face will already be taken care of. What a time saver! This is supposed to be the constellation
Aries. Don't worry -- we can't see it either. At least it can be hidden? This one is particularly
unforunate because if you were just to quickly glance at it, you'd just think this poor girl has a
bum vein in her foot or something. And honestly that might be preferable to this terrible tattoo.
This tattoo reminds us of that lady who ruined the Jesus painting and then tried to fix it herself.
Obviously, the tattoo "artist" never saw Benjamin Franklin before. Or who knows? Maybe Ben
Franklin had a secret career as a drag queen that only this guy and his tattoo artist know about.
Honestly, it could be either. The person who received this tattoo probably had the same look on
their face after they saw this "piece of art. Let's just hope that this is a memorial tattoo so
whoever is depicted will never have to come face to face with this psychotic representation of
themselves. This one is a double-hitter. Not only does it show poor decision making, but it also
looks wonky. Look at the "L" in "like. Maybe next time this tattoo "artist" might want to practice
with a calligraphy pen before moving onto something more permanent. That being said, even if
this tattoo was technically perfect it would still be a hot mess. New hair loss treatment! If you
can't get the tresses you want, just get a tattoo there. Easy, simple, and it looks utterly fantastic.
Monobrows cost extra. Credit where credit is due--from a distance, those eyebrows look
symmetrical enough. Now, that fu manchu on the other hand No, no. It isn't supposed to be just
as embarrassing. Are they playing sports or are they embracing each other? We just have one
question: Why? Let's break this one down. This is my English teacher's worst nightmare. The
triangles don't even line up! They had one job, and they fubbed that. The sad part is that the
idea is actually pretty good. This is a prime reason why you don't get neck tattoos. They rarely
look good. Honestly, the more I look at this, the more I'm worried that Precious is a woman's
name. Which would just make this bad tattoo even worse. The idea is amazing, but the tattoo is
just awful. The wonky eye, the terrible shading, and that red that mysteriously appeared out of
no where. As we can see, the original has no red. It would be one thing if this was just a
drawing--it would almost be a solid effort. But the standards change when you're putting
something permanent on skin. Filling in the eyes is a great way to make your kiddos look
demonic. I can almost hear them chanting We don't even know where to start -- the wings, the
linework, or the color. This is about as redneck as you can get, and the makeup really sells the
whole thing. I'm not on board with this tattoo, but you know whoever this is drawn on is a good
time a parties. Apparently "SP" stands for the band Simple Plan, but it's obvious that there was
zero planning involved in this tattoo. We stopped drawing those birds in kindergarten. Also,
even with a plan this tattoo would be insane. Simple Plan has not been of note for like, what, 10
years now? The scratchy text and the red make it look like they were murdered -- were they
murdered? Someone check up on Charlotte and Emily! This makes me think this is one of those
parent tattoos drawn by the children. And in that case, it just got about times worse. Those are
the biggest bags we've ever seen. They're either eye bags or the tattooist drew his eyes on
upside down. We do have one question, though: Will this person get more additions as Post
Malone gets more tattoos? This tiger is crying out for help. You can see the sadness and
depression in his eyes. It's the thrill of the sob! This is why adults shouldn't read children's
books. A face only a mother could love. If you have to explain your tattoo with more tattoo,
you've failed. You're not as tough as you think you are. This one What's the point of a tattoo you
can't even see? Any boy can get a tattoo, but it takes a real idiot And clearly whoever willingly
had a child with this guy didn't think things through, either I understand the how, but I don't
understand the why. So bad it almost seems intentional. Apparently Grandpa was a Pontiac fan.
At least Mufasa didn't live to see this terrible tattoo. This tattoo is horrific, but not in the way
they were hoping. We've got low prices and bad tattoos. I'm sure this will age well. Maybe ask to
see a portfolio before you choose a tattoo artist. He's clever enough to think of this tattoo but
not clever enough to avoid it. It's almost so bad that it loops back around to being good again.
An underwhelming tattoo for an overrated show--it's perfect. A tattoo so smart that it's
incredibly dumb. This tattoo makes me hope the zombies win. And why is the zombie a rainbow
of colors? This is just an all-around failure of a tattoo. Have those deer been hanging around
Chernobyl? It's so ugly that it's almost cute! The Prince of Darkness would like to have a word
with you Even if this wasn't misspelled, it would still be a terrible tattoo. Jesus would never say
it to your face, but he hates your tattoo. As if octopuses weren't creepy enough Maybe you
would want this on your body forever, but most people would call this tattoo a fail. In Uncle
Sam's defense, he's been dead for a while. It's the thought that counts. What would you do if
you were the customer? Besides ask for a refund, obviously--that's a given. He may have
jumped the gun A tattoo that perfectly describes itself. As cliche as cliche can get. The only
thing to do at this point is to amputate. And if a sugar skull can't fix this, an amputation might
be in order. What a wonderful blue Dorito. Talk about ripped off Benjamin Franklin didn't ask for
this. Horror movie victim or horror movie creature? This woman is a class act. No hair, no

problem! The original wasn't much worse than the cover up. Now, this poor guy has to cover up
a black splotch. Good luck. Sports or love? Regardless of the why, I think we can all agree that
the "how" of this tattoo is just terrible. These "dicisions" will haunt them forever. This one is
almost bad enough that I think it's on purpose. This is a good idea, but terrible execution. This
may as well just be an expensive, colorful bruise on the side of her torso. Is he really that
precious? The more you look, the worse it gets These demonic little children haunt our dreams.
This is nothing more than a Tinker-fail. Simple, yet there was no plan. Is Charlotte and Emily
okay? Post Malone deserves better. This sad tiger is asking for death. Family Home
Relationships Beauty Entertainment. Seven-time grand prix winner Ricciardo has joined
McLaren on a three-year contract ahead of the season following a two-year stint at Renault.
When Ricciardo signed for Renault, he agreed with team principal Cyril Abiteboul to get
matching tattoos when he scored his first podium, which was achieved at last year's Eifel Grand
Prix. Ricciardo had hoped to meet up with Abiteboul before the end of last year to get the
tattoos, but revealed on Monday that they are yet to do so. But it will, it will. And we certainly left
on the terms that there was still some unfinished business, that business being the tattoo.
When asked by Motorsport. Ricciardo is set to complete his first outing in the newly-launched
McLaren MCL35M car on Tuesday at Silverstone, having worked with the team in recent weeks
at its Woking factory to get up to speed ahead of the new season. Ricciardo felt that integrating
with a new team was always the biggest challenge a driver faced when switching squads and
learning to make a difference off track as well as on it. The F1 racing statement that Ricciardo
should make again. Why Red Bull's Honda takeover is a gamechanger for its F1 mindset. Red
Bull made no secret of the fact its F1 car is an evolution of its predecessor, but in keeping the
same foundations while hiding some tightly-guarded updates with its RB16B, the team aims to
avoid suffering the same pitfalls of previous years. Alex Albon has faced the media for the first
time since he lost his Red Bull drive at the end of and dropped out of a Formula 1 race seat
altogether. He has a history of bouncing back from setbacks, so here's what he must do to rise
again. Carlin has helped guide enough drivers to Formula 1 to fill out an entire grid, plus a
handful of reserves, to create a remarkable alumni list. With Yuki Tsunoda set to join that group,
Motorsport. Alfa Romeo launched its C41 with a revised front nose, but there's little to suggest
it will surge up the leaderboard in As the team frankly admits, it's putting its eggs in the basket
labelled and hoping to hold the eighth place it earned last year. This has positive and negative
connotations for one of last season's star performers. After seven years of defeat at the hands
of Mercedes, Red Bull is as hungry as ever to secure a fifth world championship. But there are
key challenges it must overcome in to switch from challenger to conqueror. AlphaTauri
launched its AT02, complete with a new livery, as it bids to home in on an already-tight midfield
battle. Although there were few outright new parts displayed on the launch render, there might
be a few clues into further changes down the lineâ€¦. The freshly-rebranded Alpine Academy is
bursting with talented youngsters all searching for a route to Formula 1. The only problem is the
path is narrow and far from straightforward, as Ferrari found out at the end of last year. Formula
1. Top events Formula 1. Bahrain GP. FP1 in. See full schedule. Emilia Romagna GP. Race in.
Spanish GP. Next event in. Monaco GP. Azerbaijan GP. Canadian GP. French GP. Austrian GP.
British GP. Hungarian GP. Belgian GP. Dutch GP. Italian GP. Russian GP. Singapore GP.
Japanese GP. United States GP. Mexican GP. Brazilian GP. Australian GP. Saudi Arabia GP. Abu
Dhabi GP. See full: Schedule Results Standings. Tickets Subscribe. Sign in. Registration Sign in
Facebook connect. All me. Download your apps. All rights reserved. TV Buy tickets Store. By:
Luke Smith. Feb 16, , PM. Related video. Previous article The F1 racing statement that Ricciardo
should make again. Load comments. Ricciardo: Tattoo bet repeat unlikely with McLaren boss.
More from Luke Smith. Video Inside. More from Daniel Ricciardo. More from McLaren. Prime
Video Inside. Formula 1 8h. Formula 1 12h. Carlin's greatest F1 graduates By Marcus Simmons.
Formula 1 Feb 22, Formula 1 Feb 20, Formula 1 Feb 19, Formula 1 Feb 18, Subscribe To view in
hi-res Slide show. Load audio player. Subscribe to our newsletter. The Motorsport. Motorsport
Network Motorsport. Contact us Advertise with Motorsport. Daniel Ricciardo. Luke Smith.
Rihanna created a huge uproar in India after she tweeted on farmers' protests on Monday.
Rihanna has become a topic of discussion across the nation after her tweet on farmers' protest
where she lent support to them. This is not the first time, the pop icon became a topic of
discussion, her list of controversies are known to the world. Rihanna, multiple times have found
herself in a tongue-tied situation and even issued an apology for a few. February 2, Rihanna's
photoshoot at Abu Dhabi's Grand Mosque. However, as per reports, the pop star was asked to
leave after she clicked a few 'inappropriate photos'. A statement issued by the Grand Mosque
Centre read as "She was confronted by the mosque officials and directed to the appropriate
entrance to the mosque, to carry out a visit under the normal conditions. A post shared by
badgalriri badgalriri. Rihanna and Chris Brown's ugly breakup. Just before the Grammys in , the

then-couple Rihanna and Chris Brown had an ugly fight in which the latter physically assaulted
her. In a documentary, Chris had narrated the incident by stating, "Like I remember she tried to
kick me, just like her beating shit, but then I really hit her. Her photos after the assault emerged
on the Internet and their ugly breakup became a topic of discussion across the globe. During
the launch of her brand Savage X Fenty lingerie show, the event had song ' Doom ' being played
which has a Muslim text called Hadith in it. This did not go well with people and they called her
out immediately. October 2, Soon after, Rihanna issued an apology with a statement which read
as "I'd like to thank the Muslim community for pointing out a huge oversight that was
unintentionally offensive in our Savage x Fenty show. I would, more importantly, like to
apologise to you for this honest, yet careless mistake. We understand that we have hurt many
of our Muslim brothers and sisters, and I'm incredibly disheartened by this! I do not play with
any kind of disrespect toward God or any religion and therefore the use of the song in our
project was completely irresponsible! Moving forward we will make sure nothing like this ever
happens again. Thank you for your forgiveness and understanding. People slammed the singer
after she became the victim of physical violence in the hands of her ex-beau Chris Brown.
Rihanna's tattoo inked in Sanskrit is on her hip and is a text from Bhagavad Gita which roughly
translates to 'forgiveness, honesty, suppression and control'. However, many pointed out that
the tattoo is spelt wrong. Home Photos Photos. From cultural appropriation to Sanskrit tattoo,
times when Rihanna created controversies Rihanna created a huge uproar in India after she
tweeted on farmers' protests on Monday. February 2, Check out a few of Rihanna's
controversies which created headlines below:. View this post on Instagram. Over a week in
January three successive ice storms brought down power lines and the towers supporting
them, leaving over 1. Gadbois had recalled stories about them being used to provide power to
small towns in rural northern Quebec several years prior. Cables were run from the diesel
engine to the nearby municipal buildings and its throttle was set to a speed which would
produce roughly kilowatts of power. He was a war hero. He did something few men have ever
done, he invented a type of vehicle. The Dune buggy was a concept before him, but there was
no set look or design, they were doodle bugs of any shade tree mechanics design To say Bruce
Meyers was a renaissance man would be to limit him. Yes, he was trained in fine arts at
Chouinard Art Institute, with a specialty in life drawing, but unlike the traditional renaissance
man, Bruce surfed, raced in the Baja , and sailed to Tahiti on a trading schooner. Along the
route, parking meters were ripped up. Limbs from an overhanging laurel tree were trimmed.
Traffic signs were relocated. Overhead traffic lights are coming down and overhead wires that
power the 5-Fulton Muni line will be turned off and unstrung. No-Parking-tow-away-zone signs
have been plastered all over like bad checks. Joy, who has moved scores of houses over the
years, says each move is different. The former site at Franklin St. Finally, it was backed onto a
new foundation in the middle of a row of low slung stucco public housing units, and next to a
historic former mortuary that had been slid over 14 feet to make way for its new neighbor,.
Tuesday, February 23, After an especially bad ice storm in , the mayor of Boucherville, Quebec,
had the clever idea to borrow a diesel-electric locomotive and use it as a super-sized emergency
generator. Labels: Canada , historical , innovative , train. The left side of the street is Beverly
Hills, the right side is LA. Beverly Hills only paves their side. Labels: road and highway , so cal.
Monday, February 22, rare Griffin hood ornaments from Labels: Hood ornaments. Payroll truck,
Labels: unusual. Labels: photography , woodlight headlights. The wheels and propeller turn,
nickel plated zinc by the Ternstedt Mfg. Wandsworth dustmen Labels: brass era , truck. A
Dennis fire engine belonging to the London Fire Brigade in Labels: fire engine , fire fighting , fire
trucks. Wow, that's impressive load capability! I didn't know Hulk Hogan was a Mopar guy
Labels: celebrity , collection , Mopar. Labels: Hot rods , roadster. Labels: Magnus Walker ,
photographer , photography , Porsche. I guess they'll blame this on people not turning of their
cell phone during take off, right? Labels: airliner , news. I can't find where I posted about the
railcar diner in L
borg warner 4401
solo 475 parts diagram
1989 harley softail wiring diagram
A, Carneys Diner on Sunset Boulevard, so, just to be sure I cover all bases, here's a post on it.
Labels: rail car diner. Bruce Meyers, has moved on, and the world is no damn good without him.
Labels: Bruce Meyer , news. Sunday, February 21, Imagine how many laughs you'd get from a
collection of drunk sailor stories. Labels: humor , US Navy. I came across more banner potential
photos than anything else today. Labels: banners. I wonder if they could haul more beer if
they'd built racks or some, maybe a trailer? Labels: beer keg , beer truck. CSX Labels: steam
locomotive. A year-old San Francisco Victorian home inched its down Franklin Street Sunday as

crews delicately moved the structure to its new setting on Fulton Street. Labels: news , San
Francisco. Saturday, February 20, have you ever seen the early BMW posters with the incredible
detailed parts in cutaway view by the artist Herbert Schlenzig? Labels: art , artist , BMW ,
cutaway display. Older Posts Home. Subscribe to: Posts Atom.

